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Asian disease problem

* Tversky and Kahneman (1981)

Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease,
which is expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to combat the
disease have been proposed. Assume that the exact scientific estimate of the
consequences of the programs are as follows:

I If Program A is adopted, 200
people will be saved.

I If Program B is adopted, there is
1/3 probability that 600 people
will be saved, and 2/3 probability
that no people will be saved.

I If Program C is adopted, 400
people will die.

I If Program D is adopted, there is
1/3 probability that nobody will
die, and 2/3 probability that 600
people will die.

⇒ Suggested solution: Prospect Theory
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Framing

I Usually, economic experiments use neutral language and avoid
emotionally loaded terms or jargon

I Logical information content 6= decision frame

I Decision frame: the decision-maker’s conception of the acts,
outcomes, and contingencies associated with a particular
choice; controlled partly by the formulation of the problem
and partly by norms, habits and personal characteristics

I Framing effect: systematically different behavioral outcomes
resulting from objectively equivalent descriptions of a decision
problem

I Framing effects are likely to be caused by certain regularities
of cognition routines (esp., information processing)
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Valence framing topology

* Levin et al. (1998)

I Valence: degree of attraction or aversion felt towards an
object or event

I Classification of valence frames:

* Attribute framing
* Goal framing
* Risky choice framing
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Valence framing topology

* Levin et al. (1998)

I Attribute framing:

single attribute of an object described in terms of either a
positively or negatively valenced proportion
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Tasting meat

* Levin and Gaeth (1988)

I Consumer ratings of several qualitative attributes of ground
beef framed as either “75% lean” or “25% fat”
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Valence framing topology

* Levin et al. (1998)

I Goal framing:

urging to engage in an activity via a description of either the
advantages of participating or the corresponding disadvantages
of not participating
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Credit card use

* Ganzach and Karsahi (1995)

I Benefits of using a credit card explained either in terms of
gains the customers could obtain from using the card or in
terms of losses they could suffer from not using it
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Valence framing topology

* Levin et al. (1998)

I Risky choice framing:

choice task between two gambles described either in terms of
gain outcomes and probabilities or in terms of equivalent loss
outcomes and probabilities
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Asian disease problem

* Tversky and Kahneman (1981)

Imagine that the U.S. is preparing for the outbreak of an unusual Asian disease,
which is expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative programs to combat the
disease have been proposed. Assume that the exact scientific estimate of the
consequences of the programs are as follows:

I If Program A is adopted, 200
people will be saved.

I If Program B is adopted, there is
1/3 probability that 600 people
will be saved, and 2/3 probability
that no people will be saved.

I If Program C is adopted, 400
people will die.

I If Program D is adopted, there is
1/3 probability that nobody will
die, and 2/3 probability that 600
people will die.
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Name of the game

* Liberman et al. (2004)

I Repeated (×7) Prisoner’s Dilemma with different name labels
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Foreign language effect

* Keysar et al. (2012)

I Asian disease problem of Tversky and Kahneman (1981)

I Choice presented either in the native tongue or foreign language
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Experimenter Demand Effect

* Zizzo (2010)

I Experimenter demand effect(s): change(s) in responses of
experimental subjects due to cues about what constitutes
appropriate behavior

I Cognitive experimenter demand effect:

identifying the task and appropriate behavior from the
description

I Social experimenter demand effect:

social pressure w.r.t. appropriate behavior
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Experimenter demand effect

* Zizzo (2010)

I Expected versus true objective of an experiment

(as far as the resulting behavioral responses)

(!) no correlation ⇒ no problem

(!) negative correlation ⇒ more difficult to observe true effect

(!) positive correlation ⇒ spurious inferences possible
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Telling subjects what to do works!

* Chou et al. (2009)

I Beauty contest game with the optimal strategy revealed
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Dictator game giving: altruism or artifact?

* Bardsley (2008)

I Altruistic behavior in Dictator and “taking” games

I Generosity can be reversed!
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Experimenter demand effect

* Zizzo (2010)

I Ways to alleviate the issue:

* minimum interaction between experimenter(s) and subjects
* between-subject design
* blind trials (ideally, double-blind)
* non-deceptive obfuscation of the true objective
* neutral language
* counter-balancing of cues if any
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Experimenter Expectancy Effect

I Self-fulfilling prophecy about the treatment effect

* Result of an experiment depends on the experimenter

I Basic mechanism:

(i) subjects infer the true objective and comply (i.e., EDE)
(ii) experimenter behaves in accordance with the hypothesis
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Rosenthal effect (also, Pygmalion effect)

* Rosenthal and Jacobson (1966)

I Random subset of children classified as “bloomers”

I IQ test performance measured after 8 months
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Summary of Experiment Logistics

I Experiment time frame:

* Dry run
* Subject recruitment
* Pilot session(s)
* Subject recruitment
* Experimental session(s)

— Instructions
— Control questions
— Practice trials
— Payment trials
— Socio-demographic questionnaire
— Payment
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Summary of experiment logistics

I Subject instructions:

* should be followed verbatim w/out extra clarifications
* neutral language, no emotionally loaded terms or economic

jargon
* minimum amount of context
* cautious use of examples

I Lab log should be recorded
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Summary of experiment logistics

* Econometrica submission requirements

I Subject pool and recruiting procedures

I Experimental technology – when and where the experiments were
conducted; by computer or manually; online, and so forth

I Any procedures to test for comprehension before running the
experiment, including the use of practice trials and quizzes

I Matching procedures, especially for game theory experiments

I Subject payments, including whether artificial currency was used,
the exchange rate, show-up fees, average earnings, lotteries and/or
grades

I Number of subjects used in each session and, where relevant, their
experience

I Timing, such as how long a typical session lasted, and how much of
that time was instructional

I Any use of deception and/or any instructional inaccuracies
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Lecture summary

I Framing

* Attribute framing
* Goal framing
* Risky choice framing

I Experimenter demand effect

* Cognitive experimenter demand effect
* Social experimenter demand effect

I Experimenter expectancy effect

I Summary of experiment logistics
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